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Project Overview
Halloween is such a family-fun time. Children spend weeks deciding 
“who they want to be” this year!  And they also love having their homes 
dressed-up in the spirit as well.

This Halloween-themed throw pillow is sure to be a favorite for young 
and old alike!  It’s easy to make and not only combines fabric textures, 
but it incorporates applique and filled embroidery techniques.  Several 
types of Sulky® Threads are enjoyed throughout the process, including 
some of their metallic brands to add a bit of sparkle. Of course, it’s that 
night-time Halloween glow, created by stitching strategic elements in 
Sulky Glowy™ Thread, that will thrill all the children!

This large, 13” square design can be stitched in three segments, 
providing your embroidery machine 
will accept a 360mm x 200xx hoop.  
Individual elements, which require no 
larger than a 150mm x 150mm hoop, 
have also been made available as a 
free download. Although the smaller 
hoop restrictions will necessitate 
more hoopings (layout measurements 
for the smaller hoop can be found as 
a PDF file along with the designs to 
download) the only difference is that 
the fence will have a “break”.
 
The smaller elements can also be 
creatively combined to design complimentary Halloween “glow” 
pillows.  Just a couple of suggestions are seen below.
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Gather Supplies

14” to 16” square pillow form Shortcut: If you don’t want to make the pillow, use this Pillow blank

Fabric:
• 1 yd. - 45” 100% sports-weight cotton-pillow fabric
 Helpful Hint:  Sports-weight is a heavier broadcloth, duck cloth-not duck canvas, drill cloth or a twill that might be   
 used for slacks)
• 6” x 13” textured fabric for fence (linen, osnaburg)
• 5” square cotton print for moon

Thread:
See design PDF for suggested colors
• Sulky 40 wt. Rayon

• Glowy™
 blue on moon, white on fence, green on cat eyes, yellow on pumpkin faces and piping embellishment 

• Metallic Threads
 Holoshimmer™, Silver™ Metallic - PDF states type,  color and when to use a specific type.

• Cotton+Steel 50 wt. Cotton Thread for construction

Stabilizers:
• Soft ’n Sheer™ 

• Soft ’n Sheer Extra™

Sulky KK 2000™ Temporary Spray Adhesive

https://www.sulky.com/fm/search/?query=pillow&x=0&y=0
https://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/sulky-40-wt-rayon-thread-250-yd-snap-spools
https://www.sulky.com/catalog/items/glowy
https://www.sulky.com/products/thread/metallics/
https://www.sulky.com/products/thread/cotton-steel
https://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/stabilizer/cut-away/softnsheer
https://www.sulky.com/catalog/sub/stabilizer/cut-away/sfs-extra
https://www.sulky.com/item/sulky-kk2000-temporary-spray-adhesive-42-oz-120g
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Other:
• Schmetz® 90/14 Topstitch needle

• Use a new 90/14 Topstitch needle. This will eliminate the need to change needles when switching from 40 wt. Rayon
thread to any of the Sulky metallic threads.

• 2 yds. of 1/4” cording

• Embroidery Designs

Free download available 

here.

General Information:
• Pre-wash, dry and press all fabrics prior to beginning this project
• 1/2” seam allowances are used throughout construction process
• Download, read and follow PDF directions that accompany each design which will tell you when to apply or trim applique
fabrics. It also specifies specialty threads changes.

https://www.sulky.com/fullpanel/uploads/files/sulky-free-project-halloween-pillow.zip
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Making the Pillow
Step 1 - Cut Fabric
Pre-wash, dry and press all fabrics prior to beginning this project. Cut the following pieces from the base 
fabric following the layout below

Cut two rectangles for the pillow back each having a 17” side along the selvage edge:
  One: 11” x 17”
  Second: 9-1/2” x 17”
Cut one 18” square-pillow front
Save the remaining fabric as a large single unit to be cut later for bias strips to cover cording

Step 2
Hand baste the lines to divide the 18” square pillow 
front into quarters.

The intersection of the two lines define the center 
of the pillow.  Placement of all designs, even for 
smaller hoops, will be represented in relationship 
to pillow center 

Once designs are stitched, trim excess 
stabilizer and jump-threads; and press the 
embroidered fabric before moving on to the 

next stitching segment.
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Step 3
Mark the three individual hoopings with hand-basted lines (see graphic).  Use different thread colors to keep 
individual design centers apparent:
1ST HOOPING: CAT/FENCE
• 2” down and 1/4” left of fabric center
2ND HOOPING: PUMPKINS

• 4-3/4” down and 1/8” to the right of fabric center

3RD HOOPING: BATS/WITCH
• 4-1/8” up and 1/16” to the right of fabric center 

Step 4
Mark the top of the square fabric with a pin. This is important because fabric and design placement need to be in 
the same direction when stitching. Pay attention to how the design loads in the embroidery machine.



Step 5
Hoop the stabilizer.  
Base fabric will be fix/basted to the stabilizer.  The more secure the stabilizer is, the more secure the fabric 
will be. 
Lightly spray the back of the base fabric with KK 2000 Temporary Spray Adhesive, and press the fabric firmly 
into stabilizer matching the center marking for “cat fence” design to hoop center. 

Step 6
Match machine needle center to design center, baste/fix 
fabric in place and embroider the cat/fence design.
Only remove the portion of the hand-basted lines 
indicating pillow center that will interfere with the 
embroidery.  Allow the remaining stitches to stay in place 
as they will serve as cutting guide lines during the final 
squaring of the pillow front
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Note:
Only secure the stabilizer in the 
embroidery hoop frame. Pull the 
stabilizer as taut as possible, making 
it “tight as a drum”.  Most larger 
frames include clips to reinforce 
security - use them!
Yes, even on “just the stabilizer”.
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Step 7
Repeat the process of hooping another piece of Soft ’n Sheer.  Lightly spray the back of the base fabric with KK 2000, 
and press the fabric firmly onto the stabilizer, matching the center of the 2nd design to the hoop center markings.  

HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS:
• Use a textured fabric for the fence       

applique.  “Paint” the fabric with a tea 
bag which has been steeped in hot 
water shading the solid colored fabric.  
Brush the bag in the direction of the 
grain.

• When cutting the inside fence 
rectangles, it may be helpful to first slice 
into the top fabric with a seam ripper.

• Although the cat/fence design must be 
embroidered first, the order in which the 
remaining two designs are stitched is 
immaterial.  



A quick method of double checking 
design placement is to cut a piece of 
scrap stabilizer the same size as the 
design being embroidered.  Mark center 
lines on the rectangle and place the 
marked lines on top of the hand-basted 
ones for same design.

Design placement does not need to 
be 100% exact to work well together.  
Slightly higher or lower, slightly more to 
the right or left will still result in a great 
looking pillow.

 

Step 8 
Once all three hoopings have been stitched, press the entire pillow front.

Press all embroidered sections face down into a thick terry towel.  This will preserve, rather than flatten out, the 
depth of the embroidery.
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Note that the center markings for 
the pumpkin design was covered 
by the fence fabric.  Not to worry, 
because the basted stitched can 
still be seen on the back side of 
the fabric…

and can easily be reapplied to fabric front
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Step 9
Re-cut the front to a finished square size of 17”.  Begin by first checking the overall layout before cutting any sides.  
Place a ruler on center,  measuring 8-1/2” over to the right.  Check where the widest part of the layout falls.   
Repeat to the left and check where the widest part of the layout falls.
  

If widest part of design is equal on both sides, it is safe to use the pillow center line to make the first cut 8-1/2” over. If 
the space between the  widest design part and the end of the ruler is not equal, find the center of your overall stitching. 
and use this point to make your first cut.

Step 10 
The second cut is made by measuring over 17” from the first straight cut! 

Repeat the 
checking process 
prior to cutting 
the top and 
bottom. 

Once again, 
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measurements do not have to be perfect!  If the embroidered stitches are a bit closer to the cording on one 
side, no one will notice.  Center the design in the 17” square as close as possible.

Embellishing the Pillow
Step 1
Cut a 68” length of cording

Step 2 

Step 3
Embellish the strip with alternating rows of Glowy™ and Holoshimmer™ Metallic threads:  

•  Wind a bobbin with yellow Glowy™ 
•  Thread the top of the machine with Holoshimmer™ Metallic #6011 Lt. Copper  
•  Choose a heavier straight stitch on the sewing machine (like a triple stitch) and lengthen to about 8 stitches    
per inch

•  Stitch first row parallel to selvage edge, turn fabric over and stitch the second row using the edge of the    
presser foot to the keep rows evenly spaced

Turn the fabric over every time a row is completed.  This will alternate the rows of Metallic and Glowy rows.

Repeat until fabric piece is covered.

When opened flat, it will be 7-1/2” wide 
and angled at each end.  

From the remaining base fabric, cut a wide bias 
strip by folding the selvage edge down at a 90° 
angle. Measuring 3-3/4” away from the fold, cut a 
parallel straight line. 
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Step 4
Press the embellished strip of cloth.

HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS:
• For the continuous straight sewing in 
Holoshimmer™ Metallic, use “The Thread 
Director” to keep the specialty thread 
feeding flat and smoothly into the machine.

I did not feel the need to use the thread adapter 
during the embroidery process since none of the 
metallic accents involved a lot of stitches.

Use a pressing cloth.  Although the base fabric is cotton and can withstand high temperatures, many of the design 
elements include a metallic thread accent which requires lower temperatures.  So, to be on the safe side, always 
protect the embellished fabric with a pressing cloth.

Assembly
Step 1
Cut into 3 strips each 2-1/2” wide 

Step 2 
Join strips together to equal 70”

Before stitching the diagonal seam, pin it and open 
strip making sure stripes match.

https://www.sulky.com/fm/search/?query=TD-&x=0&y=0
https://www.sulky.com/fm/search/?query=TD-&x=0&y=0
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Step 3
Stitch on the diagonal and trim ends even.  Trim seam to 1/4” allowance and press seam open

Step 4
Cover cording:
Turn under 1/4” hem on the fabric strip and fold the fabric over the cording.  Leave about 1” of fabric free of the cording 
and begin stitching at cording. Stitch close to the cording, but not right up snug.

Step 5 
Trim seam to 1/2” seam allowance



Step 6
Stitch the cording to the pillow front:

• Begin along a flat edge, leaving the 1” tail free.

• At the first corner, lay the scissor tip at a 45° angle on top of fabric

Bring the bias strip straight into open scissor tip and clip the bias seam allowance up to, but not through the stitching
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Step 7 
Stitch straight off the pillow side

Step 8 
Join the cording ends:
 Open the tail and tuck the ending cord inside.
  Trim ending cord so the two cord ends butt up against each other.

Step 9 
Fold the tail over the end cord, encasing it completely, and 
stitch to the pillow.

Step 10
• With right sides together, pin one of the pillow backs 

to the front, with the selvage edge facing the pillow 
center.  

• Stitch around the three sides snug against cording.
• Repeat for second backing piece.  Selvage edges of 

the two pieces will overlap.

Step 11
Turn pillow right side out and insert the pillow form!

Start the next side by matching the cut bias 
strip to the pillow edge, and straight stitch 
to the next corner.  Repeat clipping process.  
Do all four corners, but stop stitching several 
inches from the starting point.
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Enjoy your Halloween Delight!


